The Madison Wallet bag is a great little accessory for carrying the essentials with you
wherever you go. Perfect for your on-the-go style, a wallet is built into the front of the
bag as a separate flap that can hold your ID and credit/debit cards for easy access.
There are two zippered pockets, one on the outside and one on the inside to keep
everything organized. The exterior pocket is perfect for holding a cell phone within a
fingertip’s reach. The adjustable handle makes this bag an easy transition from cross
body to over the shoulder. There are 4 variations offered to achieve different looks and
suit all personalities. This little bag would make a fantastic gift!
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Finished dimensions: 8” wide x 6” tall x 2” deep, with 52” adjustable handle

See inside for more
color photos of
variations!

Notions:

FABRICS

One Fabric
Bag Exterior (includes all exterior components)

5/8 yard

Lining (includes zippered pocket for interior)

1/4 yard

Individual Components

(combine as desired, some fabric may be left over)

1/4 yard or
12 - 2 1/2" wide strips
1/4 yard or
Main Flap (9” squares recommended if
contrasting inner flap is desired)
2 - 9" squares
Wallet Flap
1/6 yard
Pockets for Wallet Flap
1/8 yard
Handle & Ring Tabs
1/8 yard
1/4 yard
Lining (includes zippered pocket for interior)
Main Bag

(includes lining for exterior zippered pocket)

Optional: fabric scraps for appliqué variation
STABILIZERS
Pellon 520F Deco-Fuse, 20" wide
Pellon 911FF lightweight fusible interfacing

5/8 yard
1 yard

Optional: Heat -n- Bond Lite for appliqué

1/4 yard
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1 - 9” sport zipper
1 - 9” regular zipper
1 - 3/4” magnetic snap
1 - 10mm magnetic snap
1 - 3/4” double loop slider
2 - 3/4” swivel clasps
2 - 3/4” diameter O-rings
1 decorative zipper pull
Zipper foot
Cotton/polyester thread
Rotary cutter, ruler, & mat
Fabric marking pencil
Freezer Paper
Optional: monofilament
thread for appliqué
Optional: small rhinestones
for appliqué embellishment
All yardage is based on
45” width fabric. Fabric
suggestions: quilting weight
cotton, linen, lightweight
home dec
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Complete
cross body bag
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